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*Product may look different than the diagram.

Contoured Arch Top (surcharge applies)
In a contoured arch the louvers go up to the top of the panel. The louvers are “cut and
shaped” into the arch. Every contour arch is different and depending on the size and
shape of the window some or all of the louvers operate, or some or all may be fixed, or
finally, some may be operable and fixed within the arch.
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Contoured Arch – Maximum overall width 96”.
Quote for 5 panels and up or widths wider than 96”
Frame styles: 8723 L-Frame or 8796 Small-Z Frame
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* The shutter design you receive may look different
as compared to those depicted in these diagrams.
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*Product may look different than the diagram.

Solid-Top Arch (surcharge applies)
Mirasol’s Solid Top Arch is a lower cost alternative to the contoured arch. It features an
extra tall top rail with a maximum rise of 15 inches from the break point to the top. The
top solid rail is mouse holed and the louvers below are all operable.

15”

15”

Solid-Top Arch Maximum rise is 15 inches
from the break. Maximum overall width
96”. Quote for 5 panels
and up or widths wider than 96”
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Frame styles: 8723 L-Frame or 8796
Small-Z Frame

* The shutter design you receive may look different
as compared to those depicted in these diagrams.
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Classic
Premier
Angle & Cathedral Tops (surcharge applies)
Angle Tops are sometimes referred to as ‘Rake & Cathedral Tops.’ In this configuration,
the louvers go up to the top of the panel. The louvers are “cut and shaped” into the
angle. Every window is different and depending on the size and shape of the window
some or all of the louvers operate, or some or all may be fixed, or finally, some may be
operable and fixed within the angle.
Catherdral
Rake

Rake

Frame styles:
8723 L-Frame or 8796 Small-Z Frame
Quote for 5 panels and up
Quote for widths wider or taller than 96”
* It is important to remember the hinges must be
placed on the lower side.
* The shutter design you receive may look different
as compared to those depicted in these diagrams.
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Classic
Premier
Sunbursts, Ovals, Octagons and others (surcharge applies)
All louvers are “cut and shaped”. Every window is different and depending on the size
and shape of the window some or all of the louvers operate, or some or all may be
fixed, or finally, some may be operable and fixed within the opening.

Frame styles:
8723 L-Frame or
8796 Small-Z Frame
Mirasol sunbursts, ovals,
octagons and others are
*Product may look different than the diagram.
painted to match.
Delivery in 6-7 weeks

Octagon
(max width 36”)

Hexagon
(max width 36”)

Sunburst

* The shutter design you
receive may look different
as compared to those
depicted in these diagrams.

Horizontal Oval
(max width 36”)
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